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ABSTRACT: Using I/V-LEED and scanning tunneling microscopy, we have investigated
the surface structure of ∼100 Å thick V2O3(0001) films on Au(111). Both methods clearly
show that the surface is terminated by a layer of vanadyl groups. I/V-LEED quantitative
structure determination applied to differently prepared films always leads to a Pendry R-
factor for the VO termination close to 0.11 while the R-factor for a reconstructed O3
termination is always larger than 0.2 and increases with increasing data set size. These
results are at variance with a recent publication by Window et al. [Phys. Rev. Lett. 2015, 114,
216101] in which the authors propose that the V2O3(0001) surface is terminated by a
reconstructed O3 structure. Surface oxidation experiments also contradict the conclusions of
Window et al. since oxidation leads to a previously identified structure with a (√3 × √3)
R30° LEED pattern which is not expected for oxidation of an O3-terminated surface. In the course of the I/V-LEED calculations
the individual Debye temperatures of the surface atoms were determined as part of the structural optimization procedure. We
show that this approach is superior to the kinematical analysis of temperature-dependent LEED measurements.

■ INTRODUCTION

Transition metal oxides play a crucial role in heterogeneous
catalysis as support materials for metal nanoparticles, but they
also show catalytic activity themselves.1−4 Knowledge of their
atomic scale surface structure is necessary to understand
catalytic reactions on them. Vanadium oxides are widely used in
industrial oxygen transfer catalysts.5,6 While phosphorus-doped
V2O5 is the vanadium oxide most commonly employed in the
industry, the V2O3(0001) surface also shows catalytic activity.

7,8

The surface structure is a relevant parameter for catalytic
reactions, and therefore the termination of V2O3 films prepared
in UHV has been discussed in a number of publications.9−19

Different structural models discussed in these publications are
graphically summarized in Figure 1. V2O3 crystallizes in the
corundum structure. A cut parallel to the 0001 plane can lead to
three different surface terminations: a double metal termination
(DM) with two vanadium atoms in the surface unit cell, a single
metal termination (SM) with one vanadium atom in the surface
unit cell, and an oxygen termination (bulk O3) with three

oxygen atoms in the topmost layer. Density functional theory
(DFT) calculations9,10 predict a number of structures to be
more stable than these bulk-like terminations: while at very low
chemical potentials of oxygen the surface is expected to be
vanadium terminated, vanadyl covered surfaces are predicted
for higher oxygen potentials. With increasing oxygen pressure
the VO groups are subsequently removed, leading to
supercells missing 1/3 or 2/3 of the VO groups. Both
structures exhibit a (√3 × √3)R30° superstructure in the
LEED pattern and are henceforth called √3 structure without
differentiating between them. Finally, at even higher oxygen
chemical potentials a termination with an oxygen layer at the
surface is predicted. In this structure, below the surface every
second vanadium atom from the second layer moves up to the
first layer to compensate for the charge of the oxygen layer.
This is called the reconstructed (rec) O3 termination.
For years the accepted view was that the surface is fully

covered by vanadyl groups under common UHV conditions.
This was based mostly on vibrational spectra (IRAS and
HREELS) which show a strong peak for the VO stretching
mode at 127 meV and the fact that atomically resolved STM
(scanning tunneling microscopy) images show a simple (1 × 1)
pattern similar to what is expected for a vanadyl-terminated
surface.11,12 NEXAFS (near-edge X-ray absorption fine
structure) and XPS (X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy) spectra
also fit to a VO-terminated surface.13 On the other hand,
several ion scattering studies favor the reconstructed O3

termination.14−16 In a recent publication we have shown, by
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Figure 1. Side-view models of different surface terminations of
V2O3(0001). Oxygen atoms are depicted in red (pink for VO
oxygen) and vanadium atoms in purple.
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using I/V-LEED (I/V analysis of LEED [low-energy electron
diffraction]), STM, ion scattering, and DFT that the surface is
most likely vanadyl terminated.17

In this paper we combine STM with I/V-LEED to investigate
the V2O3 surface structure. Scanning tunneling microscopy can
give atomically resolved structural information, but contrary to
I/V-LEED, there is no chemical sensitivity to identify the types
of atoms and STM does only supply information about the very
surface. On the other hand, STM can give quickly (if the tip
performs well) an impression of the quality of the film,
revealing the types and the density of the defects. Deviations
from the ideal surface structure like defect structures, shear
planes, stacking faults,20 etc., or more or less ordered
contamination layers may influence experimental I/V curves
and thus impair the results of I/V LEED studies. Therefore, the
role of STM in such a quantitative LEED experiment may be
the control and the optimization of the surface quality. I/V-
LEED can be applied best to well-ordered systems, and STM
can help to establish such systems and to verify that they are
well-ordered.
We have also determined surface Debye temperatures by

using them as parameters in the I/V-LEED calculations. Finally,
we discuss our results in the context of previous publications on
the V2O3(0001) surface.

■ EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Experiments were conducted in an Omicron UHV chamber
with a background pressure <5 × 10−11 mbar. The chamber is
equipped with a room temperature STM (STM-1) and a MCP
LEED system as well as an X-ray source with Al and Mg anodes
and a hemispherical analyzer for XPS, all from Omicron.
Sample cleaning is done via Ar+ ion bombardment and
annealing with a W filament behind the sample. An Au(111)
crystal, bought from MaTeck, Germany, was used as substrate
for the growth of the V2O3(0001) film. The sample
temperature was measured with a K-type thermocouple, spot-
welded to two Mo plates which fix the crystal on the sample
holder. Prior to film deposition the cleanliness and surface
ordering of the Au crystal were checked by XPS, LEED, and
STM.
Vanadium was deposited in an oxygen atmosphere with an

Omicron EFM-3T evaporator at a rate of about 0.7 Å/min, as
determined by calibration with a quartz crystal microbalance.
Oxygen pressure and sample temperature during vanadium
deposition were varied between 523 and 670 K and between
1 × 10−7 and 2 × 10−6 mbar of O2 for different preparations.
Typically 5.4 nm of V, corresponding to 10 nm of V2O3, was
deposited. After deposition the films were first annealed in O2
with the same oxygen pressure as during deposition, followed
by an annealing step at increased temperature in UHV to
improve the order of the film.
While the oxygen pressure was set via filling the whole

chamber with O2 during film deposition, a custom-built pinhole
doser was used to generate pressures up to 6 × 10−5 mbar at
the sample surface in postannealing steps. Details of the
preparation of the samples discussed in this publication can be
found in Table 1. In this table the steps B to G for film 3 as well
as B to M and Q to S for film 4 are omitted since those
preparations are not discussed here. They can be found in the
Supporting Information, Table S1.
I/V-LEED quantitative structure determination works best if

the electron incidence direction differs from the sample normal
by not more than a few tenths of a degree. In order to achieve

this condition, one Helmholtz coil was mounted at the
chamber.21 Varying the magnetic field strength by adjusting
the current running through the coil as a function of the
electron beam energy allows for simultaneous compensation of
the magnetic field at the sample position and the correction of
small angular sample misalignments. We only employed one
coil because a measurement of the magnetic field strength at
the sample position showed that only the vertical component
was significant (40−50 μT) while the magnetic field in the
horizontal directions was very small (≈1 μT). A Sony black and
white digital camera was used to take images of the LEED
screen; typical exposure times were between 300 and 500 ms
per image.
The current of the electron beam to the sample was less than

10 nA in the I/V-LEED experiments. A very slight difference
between subsequently recorded I/V curves was recognizable
under this condition, which we attribute to a slight oxygen
depletion. A clear effect of this reduction on the R-factor could
not be detected. For testing purposes also some I/V curves
with a significantly reduced ion flux were measured. In this case
no effect of the electron irradiation could be detected, and the

Table 1. Details of Some Preparation Steps for the Films
Discussed in This Work

no. step preparation details LEED pattern/comment

1 A film deposition: 650 K, 2.5 × 10−7

mbar O2

annealing: 700 K, 3 × 10−7 mbar
O2, 20 min

(1 × 1)

annealing: 800 K, 5 × 10−9 mbar,
10 min

B annealing: 870 K, 5 × 10−8 mbar
O2, 10 min

(1 × 1)

C annealing: 870 K, 5 × 10−6 mbar
O2, 15 min

√3

D annealing: 870 K, 6 × 10−5 mbar
O2, 15 min

formation of V2O5 and
evaporation

2 A film deposition: 600 K, 1 × 10−7

mbar O2

annealing: 650 K, 1 × 10−7 mbar
O2, 15 min

(1 × 1)

annealing: 870 K, 1.6 × 10−9 mbar,
10 min

B annealing: 850 K, 1.1 × 10−10 mbar,
30 min

(1 × 1)

3 A film deposition: 523 K, 2 × 10−7

mbar O2

(1 × 1)

annealing: 523 K, 2 × 10−7 mbar
O2, 15 min

⋯
H annealing: 900 K, 2.9 × 10−10 mbar,

30 min
(1 × 1)

I annealing: 900 K, 5 × 10−7 mbar
O2, 60 min

(1 × 1)

J annealing: 900 K, 5 × 10−7 mbar
O2, 150 min

(1 × 1)

4 A film deposition: 573 K, 2 × 10−6

mbar O2

√3

annealing: 773 K, 2 × 10−6 mbar
O2, 15 min

⋯
N annealing: 950 K, 2 × 10−7 mbar

O2, 105 min
(1 × 1)

O annealing: 923 K, 1.3 × 10−10 mbar,
23 min

(1 × 1)

P XPS measurements for 4 h (1 × 1)
⋯
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curves were essentially identical to the ones measured with
higher electron currents.
Two correction functions to the experimental I/V curves

were measured, and the data were corrected accordingly: First,
the current of the primary beam depends on the beam energy
Ebeam. This current was determined by measuring the current of
electrons flowing from the sample to ground with the sample
set to a positive bias voltage in order to limit the contribution of
secondary electrons. Second, the MCP detection sensitivity
varies with Ebeam since the electron impact energy at the MCP
varies with Ebeam. This dependence was measured through
variation of the front bias of the MCP for a constant beam
energy.

■ COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

I/V curves were calculated using a modified version of the
SATLEED package by A. Barbieri and M. A. van Hove
(available for download at http://www.icts.hkbu.edu.hk/
vanhove/). Fourteen different trial structures were used as
starting structures in the optimization runs: five single metal
(SM), two double metal (DM), five vanadyl (VO), and two
reconstructed O3 (O3) terminations, based on structures
published in a number of theoretical and experimental
publications on the V2O3(0001) surface.9,15,18,22,23 Different
models of the same type, e.g., two different VO structures, have
different interlayer distances. A table with structural details for
all starting structures can be found in the Supporting
Information, Table S2. We used an evolutionary strategy
algorithm (CMA-ES) to optimize the trial structures by
minimization of the Pendry R-factor.24 In the optimization
runs the coordinates of all atoms above the fourth O3 layer
below the surface were varied in order to minimize the R-factor
(see Figure 8). Thus, 15−17 atomic coordinates were
optimized depending on the structural model: 15 coordinates
for the O3 models, 16 coordinates for the SM models, and 17
coordinates for the VO and DM models. The C3 symmetry of
the system couples the coordinates of the three oxygen atoms
in the 2d unit cell in each layer so that only the coordinates of
one of these atoms had to be optimized. The vanadium atoms
are located on C3 axes. In this case such a coupling does not
exist, but the atom coordinates in the surface plane were not
varied in order to not violate the C3 symmetry. Other
optimization parameters were three to five Debye temperatures
characterizing the vibrational amplitudes of the atoms, the real
and imaginary parts of the inner potential, a linear background,
and the in-plane lattice parameter a. The five Debye
temperatures TDebye are those of the bulk vanadium and
oxygen atoms, that of the oxygen atoms in top O3 layer, that of
topmost V atoms in VO and metal terminations, and that of
the O atoms in the vanadyl groups. The structural
optimizations runs were started with the highest angular
momentum number considered in the calculations set to
LMAX = 7 and a 2 eV electron energy step width, followed by
another full optimization using the parameters resulting from
the first step as start configuration but LMAX = 9 and 1 eV
steps. The relativistic phase shifts employed were calculated for
bulk V2O3 using the phase shift program that comes with the
SATLEED package.

■ RESULTS

As we have shown previously, oxidation of the as-prepared films
with a (1 × 1) hexagonal LEED pattern leads to a √3 structure

followed by the formation of V2O5 which sublimates at
sufficiently high temperature. This is a first hint that the surface
is not terminated by a reconstructed O3 layer since the oxygen
content in the O3 structure is higher than in the√3 structure if
we accept the structural models of the (√3 × √3)R30°
structure published in refs 9 and 10. Therefore, oxidation of the
O3 structure should not lead to a √3 structure. LEED patterns
observed after different preparation treatments of film no. 1 are
shown in Figure 2.17

While V2O5 was not directly observed, its formation and
evaporation were concluded from the observation that in the
oxidation experiment the V2O3 LEED pattern disappeared and
the Au (substrate) peaks in XPS increased significantly (Figure
S1). While V2O3 is thermally stable in UHV up to <1000 K,
V2O5 begins to sublimate in UHV at 823 K.25

STM. STM images of the (1 × 1) structure show a
honeycomb lattice with two different types of defects. Dark
depressions correspond to missing vanadyl groups while bright
triangular features are attributed to the reduction of the surface
since they can be observed after irradiating the sample with
electrons. The type and the density of surface defects depend
on the preparation conditions. Figure 3A shows the trimeric
features of a reduced surface for film no. 3. Annealing this
sample in oxygen led to their disappearance and the appearance
of dark depressions (Figure 3B). Further oxidation increased
the density of dark depressions (Figure 3C). The LEED
patterns of these three surfaces are essentially indistinguishable
by visual inspection, and only by STM is it possible to identify
these structures, which permits to take specific measures to
remove them.

I/V-LEED Symmetry. Two schematic drawings of the V2O3
LEED pattern are shown in Figure 4. Figure 4A shows the
LEED patterns of V2O3(0001) (black circles) and Au(111)
(gray stars). The V2O3(0001) surface has C3 symmetry, and
thus the six diffraction spots surrounding the (0 0) reflex should
consist of two sets of symmetry inequivalent beams. In reality,
however, the experimental I/V curves of all six spots appear to
be identical. This is due to mirror planes in the Au(111)
substrate shown as gray dashed lines in Figure 4A. They are
responsible for the presence of two different domains in the
V2O3 film, related to each other through a mirror operation.

Figure 2. Preparation steps of film no. 1. At some points characteristic
LEED patterns (electron energy = 100 eV) are shown.
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The LEED intensities corresponding to these two domains add
up in the LEED pattern, and equal abundance of both domains
leads to the observed quasi-6-fold symmetry. This explains the
equivalent I/V curves for many of the diffraction spots which
are not symmetry-equivalent in C3, but not for all of them, like
the (1 1) and the (−1 2) spots. The identical intensities of
these spots are related to the different azimuthal orientations of
the oxygen trimers in subsequent layers of the V2O3 structure.
Figure 5 shows surfaces of two subsequent oxygen layers with
vanadyl groups on top. The oxygen layers have a slightly
distorted hexagonal structure and can be constructed from the
oxygen trimers indicated by triangles. These two surfaces can

be transformed into each other by a mirror operation using the
mirror plane indicated as a vertical line in Figure 5 plus a
translation. Equal abundance (which is quite likely the case) of
both types of surface leads to lines of effective symmetry in the
LEED pattern, indicated as black dash-dotted lines in Figure
4A. The resulting apparent symmetry of the V2O3 LEED
pattern is shown in Figure 4B where diffraction spots with
identical I/V curves have the same color. We note that the
equal abundance of domains related to the Au(111) mirror
planes cannot be taken for granted. A miscut of the Au(111)
surface may break the mirror symmetry and influence the
abundance of the V2O3(0001) domains. However, in our

Figure 3. STM images illustrating the oxidation of slightly substoichiometric V2O3(0001). 20 nm × 20 nm, +1 V, 0.1 nA. All images are from film no.
3. (A) Preparation step H, reduced surface. (B) Step I, trimeric features gone. (C) Step J, number of missing VO groups increased. One of each of
the two types of defects is encircled in (A) and (B), respectively. See Table 1 for details of the preparation steps.

Figure 4. (A) Scheme of the V2O3(0001) (black circles) and Au(111) (gray stars) LEED patterns with lines of apparent symmetry as explained in
the text. (B) Color-coded scheme showing spots with similar I/V curves in the same color.

Figure 5. Models of two subsequent vanadyl-terminated surfaces. Oxygen trimers and the mirror plane which transforms them into each other are
indicated.
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experiments we always found the effective symmetry indicated
in Figure 4B.
Debye Temperature Determination. Atomic vibrations

influence the diffraction of electrons and have to be considered
in I/V-LEED calculations. They are usually described through
the Debye temperature ΘD within the Debye model. In I/V-
LEED, instead of the bulk Debye temperature ΘD,bulk, the
surface Debye temperature ΘD,surf is used in order to take into
account the different vibrational properties of surface atoms.
Van Delft has shown that surface Debye temperatures ΘD,surf
can be roughly estimated by multiplying ΘD,bulk with 1/√2.26

Using a bulk Debye temperature of 580 K for V2O3
27 gives

ΘD,surf ≈ 410 K.
Temperature-dependent measurements of LEED intensities

allow the experimental determination of ΘD,surf as shown by
Jepsen and Marcus.28 As these authors have shown themselves,
this method is relatively inaccurate. In our case this procedure is
further complicated since it involves an effective mass which is
hard to define for systems containing more than one sort of
atoms.29 Furthermore, this approach yields only a single value
for ΘD,surf. However, inequivalent surface atoms will have
different vibrational properties, and therefore their Debye
temperatures will in general be different. The vibrational
amplitudes of the atoms (and therefore their Debye temper-
atures) are relevant input parameters for I/V-LEED computa-
tions, and therefore we decided not to use a probably
inaccurate Debye temperature ΘD,surf determined with the
method mentioned above, but instead to use the Debye
temperatures of the atoms in the model structures as
parameters in the optimization runs as described in the
Computational Details section. Table 2 gives an overview of the

temperatures obtained in this way with the I/V-LEED
calculations discussed later in this text. The Debye temper-

atures for O and V atoms in the vanadyl groups are always
smaller than the Debye temperatures of deeper lying atoms, as
expected. Together with the Debye temperature for the top O3
layer they are close to the surface Debye temperature of 410 K
estimated with the ΘD,surf ≈ 1/√2ΘD,bulk rule. The values for
lower lying atoms, labeled “bulk” in Table 2, closely match the
bulk Debye temperature of 580 K. The good agreement
between the bulk values listed in Table 2 and the literature bulk
value indicates that this method delivers reasonably accurate
values. The spread of the values for different preparations in
Table 2 may give an impression of the accuracy of the Debye
temperatures determined with I/V-LEED.

I/V-LEED and STM Measurements. I/V-LEED measure-
ments were always combined with STM in order to document
the surface quality before I/V-LEED data were recorded. The
STM images in Figure 6 show a surface with missing VO
groups (Figure 6A, sample #2B, taken before I/V-LEED), a
somewhat reduced surface with many trimeric features (Figure
6B, sample #3H, taken before I/V-LEED), and a surface with
fewer trimeric defects (Figure 6C, #4O, taken after I/V-LEED).
I/V-LEED structural optimization as described above was
performed for all three of these preparations; the best-fit
Pendry R-factors are listed in Table 3, and the experimental I/V

curves are plotted in Figure 7 together with the curves
calculated for the best-fit VO terminated structure. The
Pendry R-factors for structural models with double metal (DM)
termination were always so large that they are not discussed
here.
The energy ranges of the LEED measurements were 50 eV

→ 300 eV for preparation #2B, 50 eV → 400 eV for
preparation #3H, and 50 eV → 500 eV for preparation #4O.
This leads to the tabulated total energy ranges as the sum of the
energy ranges of symmetry inequivalent spots listed in Table 3.
The smallest R-factor for all three preparations is the R-factor
for models with vanadyl termination, which is a clear hint that
the V2O3(0001) surface is in fact vanadyl terminated. Another
indication comes from the dependence of the R-factor on the

Table 2. Debye Temperatures ΘD Determined with I/V-
LEED Optimization Runs, Assuming a Vanadyl-Terminated
Surface (Values Listed for Samples #2B, #3H, and #4O)

ΘD (K)

type of atoma exp #2B exp #3H exp #4O

vanadyl O 305 315 310
vanadyl V 364 288 366
top O3 layer O 440 457 443
bulk V 553 596 560
bulk O 631 615 626

a“Bulk” refers to all atoms below the topmost O3 layer.

Figure 6. Atomically resolved STM images of different V2O3(0001) films: (A) film #2B, taken before I/V-LEED; (B) film #3H, taken before I/V-
LEED; (C) film #4O, taken after I/V-LEED. All images 10 nm × 10 nm, +1 V, 0.1 nA.

Table 3. Best-Fit R-Factors for Three Preparations and
Three Models and the Respective Energy Ranges of the I/V-
LEED Measurements

preparation Rpendry (VO)
Rpendry
(O3)

Rpendry
(SM)

total energy range
(eV)

#2B 0.12 0.23 0.20 766
#3H 0.10 0.26 0.14 1128
#4O 0.12 0.36 0.23 1819
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energy range: the R-factors for the models with vanadyl
termination do essentially not depend on the energy range, as
expected for the correct model, while for the O3 termination
the R-factor increases with increasing energy range due to the
well-known problem of fitting a data set with the wrong
function. This may work satisfactorily for a small fit range, but
the error will unavoidably increase when the fit range is
increased.
We note that the R-factors for the SM model are always

smaller than those for the O3 model but larger than those for
the VO model. This is likely related to the similarity of the VO
model and the SM model which differ just by the presence/
absence of the vanadyl oxygen atoms, which are comparably
weak scatterers, while the structural difference between the VO
model and the O3 model is larger (absence of vanadyl groups
in the O3 model and upward movement of vanadium atoms
below the surface). Best-fit structural parameters for prepara-
tion #4O are given in Table S3 for all 14 models tested.
While the I/V-LEED calculations discussed above have been

performed with the bulk in plane lattice constant of a = 4.9570
Å,23 we have also performed calculations for different values of
a using the data set of preparation #4O. This lead to a very
slight improvement of the R-factor to 0.11 for a lattice constant
of a = 4.9756 Å. The very small difference of 0.4% between the
best-fit lattice constant and the value reported in the literature

is another indicator that the VO structure is the correct
model.
The parameters for this structure are tabulated in Table 4

with the corresponding distances visualized in Figure 8. A graph
showing the dependence of the R-factor on the lattice
parameter can be found in Figure S2.

Comparison of the layer distances in the best-fit VO
terminated structure with those of the bulk structure reveals a
decrease of the O31−V distance by 38%. The next interlayer
distance V1A−O31 is identical to the bulk value of 0.98 Å while
the following V1B−V1A distance is again reduced (by 28%
compared to the bulk value of 0.36 Å). The remaining changes
of interlayer distances are listed in Table S4. They are all
smaller than 10%. The changes of the lateral positions of the
oxygen atoms compared to the bulk values are rather small for
the VO-terminated model (trimer rotations of 3.5°, 2.4°, and
2.0° and trimer size changes of +1%, +3%, and +6% for the first,
second, and third O3 layer, respectively). The size changes in
the best-fit SM struture are significantly larger (−15%, +9%,
and +9%, respectively) while the best-fit O3 structure involves
much larger rotations (6° and 9°) for the first two O3 layers.

Figure 7. Experimental (black) and computed best-fit (red) I/V curves
for a structural model with VO termination. In each graph the top
curves correspond to preparation #2B, the middle curves to
preparation #3H, and the bottom curves to preparation #4O.

Table 4. Best-Fit Structural Data for Preparation #4Oa

VO model SM model O3 model

VO 1.46
O31−V 0.61 0.96
O31 rotation +3.5° +0.2° +6.2°
O31 scaling +1% −15% +6%
V1A−O31 0.98 0.91 0.93
V1B−V1A 0.26 0.29 0.01
V1C−V1B 0.28
O32−V1B(C) 1.06 1.10 1.09
O32 rotation +2.4° +4.3° +9.2°
O32 scaling +3% +9% ±0%
V2(A)−O32 1.00 0.96 1.35
V2B−V2A 0.39 0.36
O33−V2(B) 0.99 0.98 0.97
O33 rotation −2.0° 0.3° −6.2°
O33 scaling +6% +9% −1%
V3A−O33 0.95 0.98 0.96
V3B−V3A 0.39 0.37 0.29
O34−V3B 0.95 0.92 1.08

aStructural data (layer distances in Å, scaling and rotation of the
oxygen trimers) for the VO model using the optimized lattice constant
a = 4.9756 Å and for the SM and O3 models using the bulk value a =
4.9570 Å. Oxygen trimer (O3) clockwise rotation and scaling are given
relative to the bulk values.

Figure 8. Structural models of the best-fit structures for VO, SM, and
O3 termination models using I/V-LEED data for preparation #4O.
The corresponding structural data are collected in Table 4.
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While the VO bond length determined here with I/V-
LEED (1.46 Å) is slightly shorter than that determined with
DFT (1.59, 1.61, and 1.57 Å, respectively),9,17,19 the changes in
interlayer distances resulting from structural optimization in the
DFT calculations of Kresse et al.9 and Feiten et al.17 match the
values determined with I/V-LEED remarkably well as shown by
the numbers in Table 5.

A large contraction of the O31−M distance between the
topmost metal atom and the underlying O3 layer has also been
found for other oxides with corundum structure, both
experimentally (Cr2O3

30 and Fe2O3
31,32) and theoretically

(Cr2O3,
33 Fe2O3

34,35).

■ DISCUSSION
Our results are in marked contrast to the results of ion
scattering studies performed by Window et al., who have found
their ion scattering data (medium energy ion scattering (MEIS)
and noble gas impact-collision ion scattering spectroscopy
(NICISS) data) to be in clear favor of a reconstructed O3
termination.15,16 While we cannot explain this discrepancy for
the MEIS experiment, the rather thin films (∼25 Å compared
to ≥100 Å in our studies as well as in the studies using MEIS)
and the different substrate (Cu3Au(100)) in the NICISS
experiment could be responsible for a different surface
termination. This could also be the reason for the unusual
STM images obtained by Niehus et al. which they attribute to
“a full vanadium layer stabilized by one-third of an oxygen
layer”.36

Window et al. have performed Tersoff−Hamann STM
simulations for a VO-terminated V2O3 surface as well as
for both bulk-like and reconstructed O3-terminated surfaces
(see Figure 1 for the structures). While the simulated STM
images of Window et al.15 show more fine structure for the two
O3 terminations than the STM simulations of Surnev et al.,37

both studies predict round shapes for vanadyl-terminated
surfaces and triangular features for O3 terminations. The
triangular features observed in our STM images can clearly be
attributed to reduction and do not correspond to the O3
model. We have never observed any STM images similar to the
simulated STM images for O3-terminated structures. Although
the defects that we observe in STM images sometimes do
display local order, we have never seen extended ordered areas
that could be related to a different coexisting surface structure,
which renders the model of coexisting O3 and VO surface
phases as proposed by Window et al.16 unlikely. Coexisting
surface structures, which might be interpreted as arising from
differently terminated regions on the surface, have been
observed by Surnev et al.37 Their occurrence could be due to
the relatively low thickness of the films investigated (3
monolayer equivalents on Pd(111)).

A quantitative surface structure determination of
V2O3(0001) using photoelectron diffraction was in favor of a
single metal terminated structure but could not exclude the
presence of oxygen atoms atop of the V atoms, i.e., VO
groups.18 While the overall conclusion is in good agreement
with our findings, our data clearly favor a vanadyl termination
over a single metal terminated structure without oxygen atoms
atop. By including the Debye temperatures of the surface atoms
in the optimization process, we feel that we have adequately
treated vibrational amplitudes within the I/V-LEED calcu-
lations, an issue that was raised in the comparison of
photoelectron diffraction results with I/V-LEED results for
Al2O3(0001)

38 and Cr2O3(0001).
30

Another ion scattering method, ion beam triangulation
(IBT), has also been employed to study the structure of the
V2O3(0001) surface.

14 The authors came to the conclusion that
the surface should be terminated by an O3 layer. IBT was
assumed to be very surface sensitive, but recently it has been
shown that this may not be as true as formerly assumed.39 In
the case of V2O3(0001) an O3 plane is located below the
vanadyl groups, which may be the reason for the results of the
IBT study if the contribution of the surface vanadyl groups to
the measured signal is less dominant than previously assumed.
A different ion scattering experiment, fast atom diffraction,
performed on V2O3(0001) by the same group strongly supports
the conclusion that V2O3(0001) is vanadyl terminated, as we
have reported recently.17

Two DFT studies have predicted phase diagrams for the
surface structure of V2O3(0001) as a function of the chemical
potential of oxygen in the gas phase above the oxide. While
Kresse et al. have performed calculations on V2O3 slabs,9

Todorova et al. have considered thin films of V2O3 supported
on Al2O3.

10 Both studies predict the existence of a surface
covered by vanadyl groups, which are gradually removed with
increasing oxygen chemical potential leading to partially VO
covered surfaces and finally to a reconstructed O3 termination.
The stability ranges for different surface terminations reported
in refs 9 and 10 indicate that the thermodynamically stable
structure is an O3-terminated surface at the typical oxygen
pressures and temperatures used in the preparation of the
V2O3(0001) films. Also, neither of the studies predicts full V
O coverage to be the most stable surface structure at any
oxygen chemical potential, rather they favor partial VO
coverage over a range of conditions. However, we note that the
GGA and PW91 functionals employed in those studies
overestimate the stability of phases with a high oxygen content.
Furthermore, the authors of both theoretical studies clearly
stated that DFT calculations with semilocal functionals have
problems to describe V2O3. In particular, the V2O3(0001)
surface became a ferromagnetic insulator if spin polarization
was considered in the DFT calculations, which is in stark
contrast with the experimental observation that it is para-
magnetic and metallic. We have recently performed DFT
calculations using a hybrid functional which appears to describe
V2O3 more accurately than the functionals previously
employed.17 This is reflected in the better reproduction of
the experimental heats of formation of various VxOy species. In
these calculations the range of the oxygen chemical potential in
which the vanadyl-covered surface is predicted to be
thermodynamically stable is significantly enlarged compared
to earlier DFT studies and the region where an O3-terminated
structure is thermodynamically stable corresponds to con-
ditions where V2O5 is the stable bulk phase. This explains well

Table 5. Comparison of Interlayer Relaxations (in %)
Determined with I/V-LEED and DFTa

this study DFT (PW91)9 DFT (HSE)17

O31−V −38 −31 −34
V1A−O31 ±0 +1 −1
V1B−V1A −28 −25 −25
O32−V1B +8 +10 +9

aThe changes given are given relative to the corresponding bulk
distances. O3−Vbulk = 0.98 Å and V−Vbulk = 0.36 Å.23
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why the O3 structure could not be prepared in this study since
V2O5 formation prevented the formation of the O3 structure.

■ CONCLUSION
Our combined I/V-LEED and STM measurements clearly
indicate that the V2O3(0001) surface is covered by vanadyl
groups under typical UHV preparation conditions. This is in
marked contrast to conclusions derived from ion scattering
experiments by Window et al.15,16 While the surface could be
oxidized to show a (√3 × √3)R30° LEED pattern indicative
of one of the √3 structures, we were not able to prepare an O3
terminated surface due to the formation and sublimation of
V2O5 at the required preparation conditions. Through
atomically resolved STM images we could distinguish two
different types of surface defects. While the surfaces are never
completely free of defects, the number of defects could be
reduced by annealing in UHV or in an oxygen atmosphere
depending on the type of the defects.
We have determined surface Debye temperatures for

V2O3(0001) by using them as fit parameters in the structural
optimizations of the I/V-LEED calculations. This method
avoids the shortcomings of the kinematical determination
through temperature-dependent measurements of the LEED
intensity. Using five different Debye temperatures, we obtained
values of ΘD,surf ≈ 300 K for the atoms in vanadyl groups, ΘD,surf
≈ 400 K for the top oxygen trilayer and ΘD,bulk ≈ 600 K for the
bulk. The good agreement with the literature value of ΘD,bulk =
580 K27 indicates the reliability of this method.
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